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Erwan COÏC illustrates the variety of the job of composer of screen music: for all images and all stories, with
all types of music at his disposal! The creative unexpected can then happen at any time...

With a particular affection for the piano, the guitar, the orchestra and the synthesizers that teem in his studio,
he builds delicate and sensitive sound territories, which unfold between orchestral writing and more
minimalist writing that directly touch the intimate. Endowed with a keen sense of melody, he draws the flavor
of each instrument by drawing inspiration directly from the images, in order to obtain the very essence that
will produce the most accurate music for the film.

Since 2013, Erwan has composed the music for several fictions, including Et mon cœur transparent

(2018) with Julien Boisselier and Katerina Murino, which joined the César box set, or 2 Graves in the

desert (2020) with Mickael Madsen and William Baldwin, which was presented at the Cannes festival.

Erwan also likes documentaries. He wrote the music for the 6-part series La Chine au fil des rails

(2019), acclaimed by international critics and seen by more than 1.2 billion viewers around the world, as well

as the series Face au climat (multi-season series, in production since 2020).

Very diverse in his approaches, Erwan has also composed for advertising (Lancel, H.E.C,...) and

children's audio books (30,000 CD albums sold in 2020). He has co-produced several major shows,

including Autour de la guitare (2015, Zénith tour, 22 concerts) and Gospel dur la colline at the

Folies Bergères, directed by Jean-Luc Moreau (2015, 55 performances).

Erwan founded in 2022, the solidarity collective Artistes Français pour l'Ukraine in order to release

on October 24 of the same year the album Peace will come, distributed in 200 countries. This is to help

the Ukrainian people. The only collective in the world to benefit from the exceptional participation of
President Zelensky on his album.


